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Abstract. Secure user authentication is a big challenge for smartphone
security. To overcome the drawbacks of knowledge-based method, various
graphical passwords have been proposed to enhance user authentication
on smartphones. Android unlock patterns are one of the Android OS
features aiming to authenticate users based on graphical patterns. How-
ever, recent studies have shown that attackers can easily compromise this
unlock mechanism (i.e., by means of smudge attacks). We advocate that
some additional mechanisms should be added to improve the security of
unlock patterns. In this paper, we first show that users would perform a
touch movement differently when interacting with the touchscreen and
that users would perform somewhat stably for the same pattern after
several trials. We then develop a touch movement-based security mecha-
nism, called TMGuard, to enhance the authentication security of Android
unlock patterns by verifying users’ touch movement during pattern input.
In the evaluation, our user study with 75 participants demonstrate that
TMGuard can positively improve the security of Android unlock patterns
without compromising its usability.

Keywords: Mobile security · User authentication · Android unlock
patterns · Usability · Touch gestures · Behavioral biometric

1 Introduction

Smartphones like Android phones and iPhones have become extremely popular
in our daily lives and routines, where the Android phones and iPhones cap-
tured nearly 82.8 % and 13.9 % global smartphone market share each in Q2
2015 [11]. With the increasing capability of current phones, users are likely to
store their personal information such as passwords and credit card numbers on
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Fig. 1. Cases of 9-dot Android unlock pattern generated by Berkeley Churchill.

their phones [12], and use the phones for sensitive tasks such as mobile bank-
ing [21]. However, according to a survey of mobile phone users in 2012 [24], among
the most common issues, 67 % of respondents had dealt with lost or stolen mobile
devices. In this case, user authentication on smartphones has become very crucial
to protect the stored private and sensitive data.

At present, the most commonly used method for user authentication is based
on text or PIN codes, in which users are required to input correct characters for
authentication. However, several studies indicated that this kind of authenti-
cation had drawbacks regarding both usability and security [6]. For instance,
users have difficulty in remembering complex and random passwords which is
known as long-term memory (LTM) limitations [26]. Therefore, users are likely
to choose a simple password to reduce the burden of memory. According to a
report from SplashData, the worst password used in 2013 is “123456” [22].

To mitigate the drawbacks of the knowledge-based passwords, graphical pass-
words (GPs) have been developed as an alternative aiming to enhance the
process of user authentication. Several psychological studies like [18] have indi-
cated that the human brain was better at remembering and recognizing images
than text. Current smartphones using the Android operating systems adopt a
type of screen unlock mechanism that requires users to input correct patterns to
unlock the phones within a 3 × 3 touch-enabled grid. Users can start touching
on any one of the dots, swipe the fingers to touch more dots and construct a
pattern. For example, Fig. 1 shows two patterns generated by an unlock pattern
generator from Berkeley Churchill [3]. The number from 1 to 9 indicates the
sequence of dots during the touch movement.

Motivations. Due to the popularity of the Android unlock patterns, many
adversarial techniques have been explored in the literature aiming to compromise
this mechanism. For instance, since users can only choose a minimum of 4 and
a maximum of 9 dots to generate such a pattern, the total number of possible
patterns is 389,112 [2], where it is still feasible for a brute-force attack. What
is worse, by means of several other types of attacks, the password space of the
unlock patterns can be greatly reduced. The details of potential attacks can be
referred to Sect. 2.2. Therefore, it is very crucial for Android unlock patterns to
improve its authentication security in practical usage.
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Contributions. To enhance the authentication security of Android unlock pat-
terns, it is reasonable that some additional mechanisms should be added to
securing these patterns. Motivated by work [8,15,28,30], we believe that behav-
ioral biometric is one of the potential solutions. Our main goal is to complement
the existing solutions in enhancing authentication security on smartphones. The
contributions of our work can be summarized as below:

– In this work, we begin by conducting a study with 50 participants to inves-
tigate how users would perform in creating unlock patterns. It is found that
different users would input unlock patterns differently regarding touch move-
ment, in which the average speed of touch movement may be varied. On the
other hand, it is found that users are able to perform a more stable movement
for inputting the same pattern after several trials.

– We then develop a security mechanism based on touch movement, called
TMGuard, to authenticate users in terms of both their input patterns and
extracted information from touch movement. Distinguished from other work,
we develop two approaches of dot-dot pattern computation and proportional
matching in order to better model and compare users’ touch movements.

– In the evaluation, we conduct a user study with a total of 75 participants and
it is found that TMGuard can enhance the authentication security of unlock
patterns with good usability in practice.

The remaining parts of this paper are organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we
introduce the background of Android unlock patterns and present some poten-
tial attacks. Section 3 presents our first study to investigate how users would
perform touch movement when inputting unlock patterns. Section 4 describes
the proposed security mechanism of TMGuard in detail, and presents another
user study to evaluate its performance. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sect. 5.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Android Unlock Patterns

Android unlock patterns are one of the graphical password schemes that requires
users to swipe their finger to construct a pattern and unlock the device. Specif-
ically, it is a modified version of Pass-Go [20] in order to adapt for the small
touchscreens on typical smartphones. It allows users to create a pattern by means
of 4 dots at least and 9 dots at most, within a 3×3 grid on the touchscreen, and
to use it to unlock a mobile device. To create a valid unlock pattern, three major
rules are applied as follows [19,23]: (1) One cannot use a dot more than once,
since it is virtually removed after selection. In Fig. 1(b), it is shown that dot 1
can be only selected once when touching back from dot 2 to dot 3. (2) At least
4 dots must be chosen and only straight lines are allowed. (3) It is not possible
to create a line using three dots, without selecting the middle one, unless the
latter has been previously visited.
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Based on these rules described above, it is not easy to compute the number
of total patterns directly, but one can enumerate all possible patterns: there are
389,112 (219) possible patterns [2]. These possible patterns would be sufficient
if users can select the patterns uniformly, however, the situation is much worse
in practice (i.e., it offers less security than a three digit PIN [23]).

After users input one unlock pattern, this mechanism will convert the pat-
tern to byte array, transform it to the SHA-1 hash function and save it in the
phone (e.g., the stored file name is gesture.key). Due to the popularity of this
mechanism, it has been available not only in Android OS, but also in iOS. For
example, Cydia Tweak [25] currently allows users to add an Android-inspired
pattern unlock system to a jailbroken iPhone handset.

2.2 Potential Attacks

Since an Android unlock pattern is composed of several dots, this mechanism
suffers from the issue of ‘hot-dot’. In [1], a pilot study has shown that users have
some preferences on the start points and end points when drawing the pattern.
For instance, they reported that about 52.08 % of the participants preferred to
start their patterns from the top left node. In addition, Aviv et al. [2] indicated
that unlock patterns can be retrieved by launching smudge attacks. The basic
idea is that users may leave an oily residue or smudges when swiping their fingers
on the device. In the experiments, they concluded that intentionally cleaning
with cloth or putting the phone to pocket was not enough to prevent pattern
retrieval. Therefore, an attacker can easily capture a photo of the touchscreen and
perform necessary contrast and brightness adjustments to the captured photo
to retrieve the pattern.

In addition, Android unlock patterns have an inherent limitation, in which
only 9 touch dots can be used during the pattern creation. In such case, the total
number of possible patterns is 389,112, which makes brute force attacks still fea-
sible if a weak pattern is chosen by users. For instance, Pereira Botelho [19]
conducted a preliminary study to explore the performance of 4-dot unlock pat-
terns against brute force attacks. The experimental results indicated that the
maximin time needed to crack a 4-dot pattern is less than 4 min.

As there are only 9 touch dots for creating an Android unlock pattern, we
consider that additional mechanisms could be added to enhance the authentica-
tion security of unlock patterns. One of the possible solutions is to use behavioral
biometrics, which use measurements from human actions [4]. As discussed in pre-
vious research such as [8,15,17,28,30], users may perform differently when using
their phones, so that it is feasible to authenticate users based on their gestures.
In this work, we thus aim to improve the authentication security of Android
unlock patterns by combining it with users’ touch behavior.

3 Study on Touch Movement for Unlock Patterns

As shown in Fig. 1, Android unlock patterns consist of 9 nodes in a 3 × 3 grid.
In practice, to construct a valid pattern, users should use one touch movement
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Fig. 2. (a) The interface of CyanogenMod Android
OS; (b) The screen of Android unlock patterns; (c)
An instance of raw data collection.
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Fig. 3. Directions for a touch
movement.

to draw a pattern by selecting dots in a certain sequence. A basic question here
is how users would input patterns when performing touch movements on their
phones. We have two intuitive hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1. Distinct users may perform the touch movement differently
when inputting the patterns.

Hypothesis 2. Through some input trials, one user’s touch behavior may
become more stable.

To verify these hypothesis, we conduct a user study with 50 participants. In
this section, we introduce how to collect raw data, select and define features for
a touch movement, and analyze the collected results.

3.1 Data Collection

Although the unlock patterns will be hashed and stored in a pre-defined file like
gesture.key, we do not use it directly in this work. Instead, to record and collect
the input data, we used a modified Google/HTC Nexus One Android phone
with a capacitive touchscreen (resolution 480×800 px). Specifically, we updated
the phone with a modified Android OS version 2.2 based on CyanogenMod.1 The
modification consists of changes to the application framework layer to record raw
data from the touchscreen, such as the timing of touch inputs, the coordinates
of x and y, and the type of the input (e.g., single-touch or touch movement).

To facilitate the real observation, we installed a log application allowing us
to more easily extract the recorded data from the phone. A Beta version of
our customized-Android OS can be downloaded at Sourceforge website.2 The
major advantage of using our data collection is that we can collect all raw data
during a user’s input including users’ behavioral data and input patterns, and
then compute the related features, while using gesture.key can only extract those
patterns. The interface of the CyanogenMod Android OS can be seen in Fig. 2(a),
the interface of Android unlock patterns can be referred to Fig. 2(b), and an
instance of raw data collection is given in Fig. 2(c).
1 http://www.cyanogenmod.com/.
2 https://sourceforge.net/projects/touchdynamicsauthentication/files/Android OS/.

http://www.cyanogenmod.com/
https://sourceforge.net/projects/touchdynamicsauthentication/files/Android_OS/
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3.2 Touch Movement Features

In this work, we mainly consider 4 standard directions for a touch movement:
up, down, left and right. Figure 3 defines each direction and thus we can use a
degree d to describe the direction of a touch movement.

We use two features to describe a specific touch movement: the speed of touch
movement (STM ) and the angle of touch movement (ATM ). Suppose a touch
movement selects two dots D1 and D2 with coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2)
respectively, while the event system time is S1 and S2. As shown below, Eq. (1)
describes how to calculate STM and Eq. (2) describes how to calculate ATM
(e.g., with an angle d).

STM =

√
(x2 − x1)2 + (y2 − y1)2

S2 − S1
(1)

ATM (d) = arctan
y2 − y1
x2 − x1

, θ ∈ [0, 360
◦
] (2)

3.3 Study Design and Result Analysis

In the study, we have recruited 50 participants who are volunteers and interested
in this topic. Among them, 60 % are males and the remainder are females. All
participants are regular mobile phone users and aged between 15 and 60. Among
them, 76 % currently use Android OS while the others use iOS. But all of them
have used or experienced Android unlock patterns before. As incentives, $20 gift
vouchers were given to each participant. The detailed information of participants
is shown in Table 1.

More specifically, we introduced our objectives to all participants before they
joined the study, showed what kind of data would be collected and acknowledged
that all data collected in the study was used in an anonymized way. Overall, there
are two phases in the user study:

– Phase1. Each participant has to create a total of 3 different patterns, while for
each pattern they should re-enter it three times (recorded) after two practice
(not recorded) in one day. This makes us collect 150 patterns and 450 trials
in total.

– Phase2. We provide each participant with an Android phone equipped with
our modified Android OS. Each participant should choose one of their created
patterns in Phase1 as the phone’s unlock pattern, and freely use the phone
for another 2 days. After that, all participants were asked to return and input
their patterns in our lab for three times.

The objective of Phase1 is to explore whether users can perform touch move-
ment differently when inputting the patterns, while the objective of Phase2 is to
investigate whether users can input the pattern stably after a number of trials.

We show the average speed of touch movement (ASTM ) for different users
in Fig. 4. In particular, Fig. 4(a) shows the ASTM for user ID from 1 to 25 while
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Table 1. Participants’ information in the first user study.

Age range Male Female

< 25 7 5

25–35 13 9

35–45 6 3

> 45 4 3
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Fig. 5. Deviation for average speed of
touch movement (users from 1 to 50).

Fig. 4(b) shows the ASTM for user ID from 26 to 50. The calculation of average
movement speed is based on the collected 9 trials for each user. The average
speed is ranged from nearly 100 px/s to 230 px/s. The figure shows that users
would perform differently when swiping their fingers on the touchscreen. For
example, it is seen that User 8, 18, 25 and 35 could perform a high movement
speed over 200 px/s, while User 1, 3, 28 and 44 might perform a very slow speed
less than 100 px/s. Others may perform a speed between these two.

In addition, as shown in Fig. 5, we compute the deviations for each user based
on their 9 trials. It is noticeable that several users like User 2, 6, 10, 18, 19, 38
and 50 could perform more stably than other users (i.e., the deviation is less
than 15 px/s), but some users like User 15, 20, 21, 30, 31, 36, 37 and 48 would
perform not stably (i.e., the deviation is more than 35 px/s). The results reveal
that users would not perform consistently when inputting different patterns,
which is in line with our common sense. However, our interests are focus on
whether users would perform consistently to draw a same pattern, or whether
the deviations are below an appropriate threshold. To explore these questions,
we further compute the deviations for all users when drawing the same pattern
(3 trials for the same pattern) in Fig. 6(a). We have two key observations based
on the comparison between Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 5:

– The deviation for the same pattern is much lower than that for inputting
all patterns (by comparing Fig. 6(a) with Fig. 5). This is reasonable as users
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may perform different movement speeds according to distinct patterns. For
example, for a complex pattern, users may slow down the speed while for
some ‘easy’ patterns, users may perform a touch movement fast.

– Nearly 75 % deviations are below 25 px/s while only 3.3 % deviations are over
30 px/s. This observation shows that users could perform more consistently
to some degree, when inputting the same pattern as compared to inputting
different patterns. It also shows that the speed of touch movement can be used
to distinguish different users when inputting unlock patterns.

In Phase2, all users are required to input their selected patterns to unlock
the phone for three times after a 2-day usage. The results of deviation are shown
in Fig. 6(b). Similarly, we have two key observations as follows:

– All deviations are below 17 px/s. As compared to Fig. 6(a), Fig. 6(b) shows that
the deviation can be greatly decreased after more practices. We also interview
users after they input the selected patterns, and it is found that users would
input the patterns to unlock the phone at least 6 times and at most 25 times
each day, depending on different usage of the phones. Thus, before they input
the patterns in our lab, they have already input the pattern at least 12 times.

– Only 6 % deviations are over 12 px/s and up to 84 % deviations are very close
to, or even below 10 px/s. As compared to Fig. 6(a), this observation positively
indicates that users would perform a touch movement much more stably after
a period of time. Based on this observation, we believe that it is feasible and
promising to enhance the authentication security of Android unlock patterns
by combining it with behavioral biometrics.
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3.4 Discussions

The results illustrated above demonstrate the feasibility of applying behavioral
biometrics to improving the security of Android unlock patterns. From the study,
we verify our two hypothesis: users would perform a touch movement differently
when inputting the patterns and they would perform more stably after inputting
a pattern several times. These users’ behavioral habits benefit the application of
touch gestures in user authentication on smartphones.

However, we should still pay attention to an issue. It is noted that the average
touch speed of some users may be similar. For example, based on Fig. 4, we find
that User 1 can perform an ASTM of 102.5 px/s while User 28 can perform
an ASTM of 104.2 px/s. Therefore, it is still too vague for a mechanism to use
ASTM only to distinguish different users without considering their deviations.
Otherwise, this problem can cause many usability problems (e.g., a high false
rejection rate). To mitigate this issue, motivated by [9,15,16], we believe that
some parameters/features like the angle of touch movement can be combined to
better distinguish users.

What is more, we further develop and introduce two methods called dot-dot
pattern computation and proportional matching in our proposed security mech-
anism (see next section) to maintain a balance between security and usability.
The dot-dot pattern computation aims to describe a user’s touch movement more
accurately by separating a pattern into several segments while the proportional
matching attempts to provide better usability through allowing reasonable touch
deviations.

4 TMGuard: A Security Mechanism for Android Unlock
Patterns

As illustrated above, it is identified that distinct users would perform the touch
movement differently when drawing a pattern, while they would perform more
stably for the same pattern after several trials. Based on the observations, it
is feasible to apply behavioral biometrics to enhancing the security of Android
unlock patterns. In this section, we therefore develop a security mechanism based
on touch movement, called TMGuard, attempting to improve the authentication
security of drawing unlock patterns. This mechanism can be utilized to comple-
ment the existing security solutions.

4.1 Mechanism Design

We present the high-level architecture of TMGuard in Fig. 7, which consists of
five major components: Data Record, Feature Calculation, Pattern Comparison,
Profile Matching and Decision Component.

– Data Record. This component is mainly used to record users’ input when they
interact with the touch screen and to collect relevant data for speed and angle
calculation (e.g., timing and coordinates).
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– Feature Calculation. This component is responsible for calculating the speed
and angle of a touch movement based on the collected data.

– Pattern Comparison. This component is used to compare the unlock pattern
input with the stored pattern and to report the result like acceptance or decline
to the Decision Component.

– Profile Matching. This component is responsible for establishing the normal
profile of users’ input (e.g., touch movement) and matching the current input
behavior with the normal profile. The result will be forwarded to the Decision
Component.

– Decision Component. This component is responsible for collecting the results
and making the final decision whether the current user is legitimate. Users
can only be authenticated by both inputting the correct pattern and passing
the examination of Profile Matching.

4.2 Profile Matching

As discussed earlier, it is not good enough to use only one ASTM to distinguish
different users due to false rates. To address this issue, we add the angle of touch
movement (ATM ) in the profile construction. Moreover, in order to establish a
more reliable normal profile, we develop another method called dot-dot pattern
computation. This method aims to construct an accurate normal profile by sepa-
rating a pattern into several segments. That is, it records pairs of (STM, ATM)
for any two sequential touched dots in a pattern.

Dot-Dot Pattern Computation. Taking the pattern in Fig. 1 as an example,
our mechanism records the speed and angle when the finger swipes from dot 1
to dot 2. When the finger swipes from dot 2 to dot 3, TMGuard then calcu-
lates the speed and angle for this movement in-between. Similarly, all pairs of
(STM, ATM) will be recorded during the construction of a pattern. In this case,
when the pattern is finished, TMGuard would log a collection of pairs regarding
average touch speed and touch angle between any two sequential touched dots
in a pattern. For a 9-dot pattern, there will be 8 pairs (or segments) to construct
a normal profile.

In real usage, TMGuard will record three trials from users in inputting their
patterns, and use the average value to establish the normal profile aiming to
improve the reliability. In this case, the construction of a normal profile can be
represented by means of Eq. (3).

Profile = {
j⋃

(ASTM, AATM)i+1
i } (4 ≤ j ≤ 9; i = 1, ..., j) (3)

In the equation, j means the number of selected dots in an Android unlock
pattern, i means dot number (or dot sequence number). ASTM means the aver-
age speed of touch movement between dot i and dot i + 1, while AATM means
the average angle of touch movement between dot i and dot i+1. Thus for a j-dot
pattern, the number of collected pairs is j − 1. There are two major objectives
of using the dot-dot pattern computation in TMGuard :
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– We identify that it is not reliable to authenticate users by means of only
one ASTM for the whole pattern. In this case, the use of dot-dot pattern
computation can provide more segments of STM during the authentication,
so that users’ touch behavior can be examined more precisely. In other words,
dot-dot pattern computation attempts to describe a touch movement more
accurately by recording the data between any two dots. This can improve the
authentication security of Android unlock patterns.

– The same in our previous user study, it is found that the overall ASTM can
be significantly affected by an abnormal (or unexpected) touch movement
between two dots. Therefore, separating these dots and computing their ASTM
respectively may eliminate these negative effects to some extent and improve
the usability of TMGuard.

To authenticate a user, the component of profile matching will record his/her
current inputs, calculate the pairs of (ASTM, AATM) between any two touched
dots, and compare these pairs with the stored normal profile.

Tradeoffs Between Security and Usability. Traditionally, users should per-
form a similar touch movement to unlock the pattern with the same pairs of
(ASTM, ATM) in a right sequence. However, we notice that users are often
hard to exactly perform the same behavior. For example, the speed and angle
of a touch movement between two dots may be a bit different. This is actually a
big challenge for behavioral biometric authentication. It is also a big difference
between pattern comparison and profile matching. If we do not improve the tradi-
tional profile matching, it can definitely increase false rejection rate and decrease
usability. Thus, tradeoffs should be made between security and usability. Below
we develop a novel scheme for profile matching.

Proportional Matching Scheme. For many existing behavioral biometric
schemes like [9,15,28], machine learning techniques have been widely used in
profile matching. But a major limitation is that it is hard to train an appropri-
ate classifier in real scenario [13]. To avoid this issue, in this work, we develop
a statistic-based scheme in TMGuard, called proportional matching, aiming to
improve its usability, and make a balance between security and usability.

This method specifically utilizes a confidence threshold during the authenti-
cation. That is, users are only allowed to perform a touch movement within a
defined deviation. For instance, if we set the confidence threshold to 0.98, thus,
it is allowed a deviation less than 0.02 (= 1 − 0.98) as compared to the stored
normal profile. For a numerical example, if we have a pair of (110.5, 23o), with a
confidence threshold of 0.98, users then can be authenticated if the touch move-
ment speed and the angle fall into an interval of [108.3, 112.7] and [22.54o, 23.46o]
respectively. The effectiveness of this scheme is based on our observation that
users would perform more stably when they have several input trials.

We have two major objectives of developing such a scheme in TMGuard :

– Users’ inconsistent behaviors are a big challenge (open problem) for any behav-
ioral biometric authentication scheme, which can significantly reduce the effec-
tiveness of behavioral authentication. TMGuard attempts to provide another
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protection for Android unlock patterns, so that we do not expect to compro-
mise the usability; otherwise, users may lose interests in using the application.
The proportional matching scheme is thus used with the purpose of improving
the usability of TMGuard.

– During the previous user study, it is found that users may perform more
stably after inputting the selected patterns several times. This makes us believe
that loosing the profile matching appropriately would not compromise the
authentication security. On the other hand, according to specific scenarios, it
is very easy to adjust the confidence threshold of the proportional matching
scheme, making TMGuard more flexible in practical applications.

4.3 User Study for TMGuard

To investigate the performance of TMGuard, we conduct another user study with
a total of 75 participants. All participants are regular mobile phone users and
40 % of them were joined our previous study in drawing unlock patterns. There
are 45 males and 30 females and aged in the range from 18 to 60. Among them,
66.67 % are students while the others are company employees, senior citizens and
businessmen. As incentives, $20 gift vouchers were given to each participant. The
detailed information is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Participants’ information in the second user study.

Information Male Female Occupation Male Female

Age < 25 10 7 Students 26 24

Age 25–35 20 15 Company employees 3 2

Age 35–45 9 5 Business people 8 4

Age > 45 6 3 Senior citizens 5 3

During the lab study, all participants were provided with our modified
Android phones to avoid any implementation differences. There are two major
phases in the study.

– Phase1: in-lab study. Users require to create a 4-dot and 9-dot pattern respec-
tively and re-draw the pattern for three times. TMGuard will collect these
trials, calculate the data and build the corresponding normal profile. The con-
fidence threshold is set to 0.9. Then after 5 practice trials, users input the
same pattern for another three real trials for authentication.

– Phase2: out-of-lab study. Users can freely create a pattern as their phone
lock (note that they should also re-draw the pattern for three times to build
normal profiles) in the lab and freely use the phone for another 2 days out of
lab. When users input patterns, records will be stored. Finally, they should
input the same pattern for three times in our lab.
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The objective of phase1 is to explore the initial performance of TMGuard
and investigate how to decide an appropriate confidence threshold, while the
latter aims to study the performance of TMGuard in a real scenario.

Result Analysis for Phase1. In this phase, each user can perform the authen-
tication three times for both 4-dot and 9-dot pattern respectively, so that we can
obtain 225 trials for each pattern. We show the results of authentication attempts
differentiated by gender in Table 3. The table shows that male participants can
achieve a successful login with a rate of 98.5 % for a 4-dot pattern, while they
can reach a successful rate of 97.8 % for a 9-dot pattern. The slight decrease
is due to that more pairs should be authenticated for a 9-dot pattern (e.g., 8
pairs of dot-dot patterns) as compared to a 4-dot pattern (e.g., 3 pairs of dot-
dot patterns). The results are reasonable as more pairs of dot-dot patterns will
increase the uncertainty during a touch movement (i.e., increasing the deviation
of inputting patterns). Regarding female participants, it is noticed that they per-
form very similarly for 9-dot pattern, but achieve better performance for 4-dot
pattern than males.

After the user study, we interviewed all users and found that 78.7 % of the
participants are satisfied with the login experience, and encouragingly 80 % of
them consider that TMGuard can improve the security of Android unlock pat-
terns. In addition, 73.3 % of them acknowledge that they would like to try this
mechanism in regular use. As this is a scientific and security related study, we
notice that users’ answers may be affected by the environment. Even so, the
feedback can still positively support the performance of TMGuard.

In contrast, Table 4 shows the authentication results if we do not use dot-
dot pattern computation. It is noticeable that the successful authentication rate
decreases significantly for both male and female participants. Taking 9-dot pat-
terns as an example, the successful rate is decreased from 97.8 % to 91.1 % for
males and from 97.8 % to 88.9 % for females respectively. To study the effect
of proportional matching scheme, we further present the authentication results
with different confidence thresholds for the 9-dot patterns in Fig. 8(a). The figure

Table 3. Authentication results of users’ trials with TMGuard including confidence
threshold and dot-dot pattern computation.

Successful rate 4-dot pattern 9-dot pattern

Males 133/135 (98.5 %) 132/135 (97.8 %)

Females 90/90 (100 %) 88/90 (97.8 %)

Table 4. Authentication results of users’ trials without dot-dot pattern computation.

Successful rate 4-dot pattern 9-dot pattern

Males 127/135 (94.1 %) 123/135 (91.1 %)

Females 83/90 (92.2 %) 80/90 (88.9 %)
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Fig. 8. Authentication results of users’ trials with different confidence thresholds.

shows that the confidence threshold can make a crucial impact on user authen-
tication. We have three major observations:

– On the whole, the authentication rate will be decreased through increasing the
confidence threshold. When the confidence threshold reaches 1, which means
conducting the user authentication without proportional matching scheme
where users should exactly input their patterns, it is found that the authenti-
cation rate will be significantly reduced below 1 %. This observation demon-
strates the importance of proportional matching scheme on improving the
usability of TMGuard.

– In Fig. 8(b), we compute the average authentication successful rate for both
4-dot and 9-dot patterns. It is found that 0.9 is a turning point, where before
this point, the authentication rate can be quickly increased to 1, while after
this point, the authentication rate would have a quick drop. At this point,
Table 3 presents that the successful authentication rate is about 98 %. Thus,
we consider that it is an appropriate threshold in TMGuard.

– In addition, we find that there is no significant statistical difference between
male and female participants. The collected data shows that gender informa-
tion would not greatly affect the performance of TMGuard.

Result Analysis for Phase2. In this phase, we expect to simulate a real
scenario on how users may use their phones. We have two collected datasets.
(1) After an informal interview, we find that all users have input their selected
patterns to unlock their phones 10 times at least and 33 times at most during
the 2 days, and a total of 1856 trials were collected after analyzing the record.
(2) In addition, since all users should input their patterns three times in our lab,
we can further record 225 real trials in the lab. The confidence threshold is also
set to 0.9. It means that there allows a 20 px/s deviation for a high speed at
200 px/s and a 10 px/s deviation for a low speed at 100 px/s.
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For the first dataset, we present the successful authentication rate in Fig. 9.
The figure shows that the successful authentication rate keeps increasing and
becomes much stable after 4 trials. In addition, we show the DET curve regarding
the false rejection rate (FRR) and false acceptance rate (FAR) with different
confidence thresholds in Fig. 10, based on the recorded 1856 trials. The FAR
and FAR are computed by authenticating all users trials against their templates
under different thresholds. It is seen that when the confidence threshold is 0.9,
a better FAR of 2.12 % and FRR of 2.23 % could be achieved.

Table 5. Authentication results of users’ trials with TMGuard in Phase2.

Gender Trials and successful rate

Males 135/135 (100%)

Females 90/90 (100 %)

Similarly, for the second dataset collected in our lab, we compute the results
of authentication attempts in Table 5, which shows a perfect authentication rate
that all users can successfully input the patterns and unlock their phones. After
interviewing with the participants, we found that many participants would pay
attention to their touch behavior when inputting the patterns. They indicated
that this may bring a little burden for them, but it is not a hard job for them
to keep their behavior within the threshold. That is, users can adapt to a new
mechanism when they pay attention to it and practice with several trials. This
is the major reason for the perfect authentication results. It is worth noting
that increasing user awareness is one of the important factors to improve the
authentication security [5].

Based on the results in our study, we believe that setting the confidence
threshold to 0.9 is appropriate without compromising the usability of inputting
unlock patterns. These results also showed that the use of dot-dot pattern com-
putation and proportional matching can encouragingly improve the usability of
TMGuard in real applications.
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Fig. 9. Authentication results of users’
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Discussions. In the literature, De Luca et al. [8] proposed an implicit approach
to improve unlock patterns by extracting touchscreen data including pressure,
size, X-coordinate, Y-coordinate and timings. They then conducted two studies
and gave a conclusion: it is possible to distinguish users and improve the security
of password patterns and screen unlocks by integrating behavioral biometrics.
In their studies, the top user could reach an accuracy of 96 %, while the overall
accuracy is 77 % for all users. Their work is the most referred and similar one to
our work in the following aspects:

– Both research studies advocate that the security of unlock patterns should be
improved by integrating an additional layer.

– Both research studies attempt to combine behavioral biometrics with Android
unlock patterns.

– Both studies employ a non-machine-learning approach in the process of profile
matching, where our work uses statistic-based method while De Luca et al. [8]
use dynamic time warping (DTW).3

Although the main idea of these research studies are similar, it is not applica-
ble to directly compare the results of these two articles. For example, the authen-
tication accuracy in our work is above 97 % in average, but the results in [8] are
much lower (i.e., 77 %). However, we should notice that the evaluation processes
and research focuses are different. Those differences can be summarized as below:

– Goals. The main goal of [8] is to investigate the feasibility of applying behav-
ioral biometrics to unlock patterns, while thanks to their conclusion, the goal
of our work is to design a better mechanism to enhance the security of Android
unlock patterns.

– Schemes. According to different goals, in [8], they did not propose a specific
scheme to process the collected data while only apply dynamic time warping
to the data. In contrast, our work first conducts a study to learn user behav-
iors during inputting Android unlock patterns and then designs a concrete
mechanism based on touch movement.

– Evaluation. Obviously, the evaluation steps are different in these two studies.
Moreover, behind the evaluation, the two articles have different views on user
awareness. In [8], they would like to reduce users awareness in which users
can perform not the same for a pattern input. In contrast, our work aims to
remind users of their unlock inputs. Actually, user should increase their aware-
ness during the authentication, since it is a basic requirement for behaviorial
biometric authentication.

– Algorithms. It is impossible to say whose algorithm is better, since these two
studies have different goals and focuses. It is understandable that both algo-
rithms are performed well in their own scenarios. In addition, our work dose
not aim to replace the existing algorithms, but provide alternatives for enhanc-
ing the security of unlock patterns.

3 Dynamic time warping (DTW) is an algorithm for measuring similarity between two
temporal sequences which may vary in time or speed.
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Overall, [8] is a feasibility study that provides useful insights for combining
behavioral biometrics with Android unlock patterns, and its results are positive
and encouraging. Thanks to this, our work designs a more specific scheme in data
processing and uses a statistic-based approach in profile matching. In practice,
these two studies are complementary to each other. For example, our work does
not include pressure and size, which can be considered in our future studies.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we develop a security mechanism, called TMGuard, attempting
to enhance the authentication security of Android unlock patterns by combin-
ing it with behavioral biometrics. We totally conduct two studies in this work.
In the first study, we find that users would perform touch movement differently
when interacting with the touchscreen and that users would perform touch move-
ment more stably for the same pattern after several trials. In the second user
study, the experimental results and users’ feedback demonstrate that TMGuard
can promisingly improve the authentication security of Android unlock patterns
without compromising its usability. Future work includes adding more features
to our mechanism (i.e., from accelerometer and sensors [7,10]) and simulating
advanced attacks. Our efforts aim to complement the existing solutions and to
stimulate more research in this area.
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